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Archived samples from a previously unreported 1958 Stanley Miller
electric discharge experiment containing hydrogen sulfide (H 2 S)
were recently discovered and analyzed using high~performance
liquid chromatography and time-of-flight mass spectrometry. We
report here the detection and quantification of primary aminecontaining compounds in the original sample residues, which were
produced via spark discharge using a gaseous mixture of H2 S, CH 4 ,
NH 3 , and CO 2 _ A total of 23 amino acids and 4 amines, including 7
organosulfur compounds, were detected in these samples. The
major amino acids with chiral centers are racemic within the accuracy of the measurements, indicating that they are not contaminants introduced during sample storage. This experiment marks
the first synthesis of sulfur amino acids from spark discharge
experiments designed to imitate primordia! environments. The
relative yield of some amino acids, in particular the isomers of
aminobutyric acid, are the highest ever found in a spark discharge
experiment. The simulated primordial conditions used by Miller
may serve as a model for early volcanic plume chemistry and provide insight to the possible roles such plumes may have played
in abiotic organic synthesis. Additionally, the overall abundances
of the synthesized amino acids in the presence of H2 S are very
similar to the abundances found in some carbonaceous meteorites,
suggesting that H2 S may have played an important role in prebiotic
reactions in early solar system environments.
prebiotic chemistry I volcano plume chemistry I carbonaceous chondrites

lthough the laboratory-based synthesis of biological compounds using a variety of energy sources and simple reagents
had been studied by several researchers in the late 19th and early
20th centuries (see discussion in ref. 1), these experiments were
carried out in order to understand the assimilation of carbon
dioxide and nitrogen in plants. It is now widely recognized that
the first efficient abiotic synthesis of organic compounds under
simulated primitive Earth conditions in the context of the origin
of life were the classic experiments done by Stanley Miller in the
19505 (2, 3). Miller used a reducing gas mixture composed of H 2 ,
H 20, CH4 , and NH;" which at the time was believed to be representative of the primitive terrestrial atmosphere (4). Many geoscientists today favor an early atmosphere that was likely weakly
reducing, containing N2, CO 2 (5), H 20, CO and lesser amounts
of more reduced species such as H 2S, CH4 , and H2 (6). However,
reducing conditions may have been prevalent on the Earth locally
or transiently; for example, in the vicinity of volcanic plumes (4,7,
8, 9) and on other solar system bodies (e.g., protosolar nebula,
ancient Mars, Titan, etc.). Even with a weakly reducing or neutral
atmosphere, recent research indicates that significant yields of
amino acids can still be synthesized (6, 10).
Following the discovery of an archived set of samples from
Miller's early experiments, analyses were undertaken to better
understand the diversity of compounds produced from electric
discharges acting on reducing gas mixtures (7). In a previous
study, preserved dried samples produced by Miller using a lesser-
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known volcanic apparatus were found to contain a wiele variety of
amino acids and amines, including ornithine, homoserine, methylamine, and ethyl amine, many of which had not been reported
previously in spark discharge experiments (7). The volcanic
apparatus differed from Miller's classic apparatus in that it utilized an aspirator that injected steam into the electric discharge
chamber, simulating a volcanic eruption (1). These results, combined with the findings that aqueous aerosols in the presence of
spark discharges effectively produce abiotic organic compounds
(11, 12), verified how readily prebiotic organics could have been
synthesized on the primeval Earth in localized volcanic environments rich in lightning and steam (13, 14).
Additional preserved samples from an experiment conducted
in 1958 were also found in Miller's archived collection (15). These
samples had been generated using a mixture of CH4 , NH;" H 2S
and CO 2, The original dried residues from the experiment had
been collected, cataloged, and stored by Miller, but for unknown
reasons their analysis was apparently never carried out and
reported. The paper chromatography methods that Miller used
in the 1950s were only capable of detecting a few amino acids
and were unable to provide substantial quantitative data relative
to today's techniques. Current analytical techniques are much
more sensitive and selective, and are capable of precisely quantifying a much larger range of amino acids and their enantiomcric
abundances.
Although an experiment using HzS as a component of the
reduced gas mixture and a spark discharge apparatus configured
according to Miller's original design can be readily carried out,
the unique opportunity to investigate samples prepared by the
pioneer in abiotic synthesis using state-of-the-art analytical methods is of considerable historic interest. In the results presented
here, we have examined the original 1958 samples using modern
analytical techniques and report on the quantitative distribution
of two- to six-carbon amino acids and one- to two-carbon amines.
Results
A diverse array of primary amine compounds were identified
using high-performance liquid chromatography-UV fluorescence
detection (HPLC-UVFD) (Fig. 1). The compounds detected
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formance liquid chromatography-UV fluorescence detection
timc-ol-flight mass spectrometry (UPLC-UVFDrroF-MS), Coelution of some compounds with identical retention times yields
a small, but nonnegligible loss in quantitative accuracy when
calculating compound abundances using only UV fluorescence
chromatograms. However, detection by ToF-MS can overcome
coelution interferences, provided there are not unique compounds with both identical masses and chromatographic retention times. Consequently, the mass spectrometly data were used
to provide a more accurate estimate of the concentrations of the
target compounds identified,
A total of 23 amino acids and 4 amines were identified in the
H 2S-containing experiment, including 6 sulfur-containing amino
acids and 1 sulfur-containing amine (Fig, 2), The experiment
produced a large variety of amino acids, including one- and twocarbon amines and two- to six-carbon amino acids, Protein amino
acids, such as alanine and methionine, as well as nonprotein ami-
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no acids, including isoserine, isovaline, and p-aminobutyric acid
were found to be racemic (DjL = 1 ± 10%) within experimental
error, indicating they were produced during the experiment and
are not terrestrial contaminants introduced during storage and
subsequent processing, However, aspartic and glutamic acids
as well as serine, which are present in relatively low abundances,
are enriched in the L-enantiomer, indicating that trace amounts
of contamination of some amino acids may be present. The
detection of compounds containing secondary amino groups,
such as sarcosine and proline, was not possible as o-phthaJdiaJdehydelN-acetyl-L-cysteine (OPA/NAC), the fluorescent agent
used to label amino group-containing compounds in this study,
only derivatizes primaI)1 amino groups.
The sampJes produced in Miller's 1958 experiment mark
the earliest synthesis of sulfur amino acids from spark discharge
experiments simulating primordial Earth conditions. It is important to note that cysteine was not detected in the samples ana-
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Fig, 1. Five- to 33-min HPLC-UVFD chromatograms of l-min OPAINAC derivatized aliquots of: (A) original H2 5 spark discharge experimental samples from
Stanley Miller's archived co!!ection, (8) a composite amino acid and amine standard trace, and (C) a reagent blank. Amino acids were identified based on
retention times compared to standard runs. Peak identifications: 1 = D,L-Asp; 2:: l,D-Glu; 3 = D,l-Ser; 4 = O,L-Isoser; 5 = Gly; 6"" fJ-Ala; 7 = y-ABA;
8 = f.J-AiB; 9 = D-Ala; 10::: L-Ala + D-f.J-A8A; 11 = l-f.J-ABA; 12 = a-AlB; 13 = ethanolamine; 14 = D,L-a-ABA; 15 = D,l-Isoval; 16 = l,D-Met; 17 = methylamine;
18 ~ ethyl amine, The chromatogram displayed in A is a composite of several sample chromatograms of varying dilutions and is intended to demonstrate the
diversity of products that were detected in these spark discharge residues, Thus, peak height/areas are not indicative of relative abundances. The composite
trace (A) was created from seven separate runs labeled on the figure with their attenuations given (relative to glycine) and correspond to Miller's labeled
73-78, (iv) 98-105, (v) 79-84, (VI) 107-111, and
56-61. Those peaks in trace A that have been attenuated are
residues as follows: (J) 85-91, (il) 63-67,
marked with an asterisk above the number of the peak in question. The standard composite trace 8 was created from four standard runs as shown below the
trace. A procedural blank for comparison was not found in the sample set saved by Miller, so trace C is a laboratory analytical solvent blank.
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Iyzed here. However, many samples did contain cysteamine and
homocysteic acid, which are degradation products of cysteine and
homocysteine, respectively (15). The presence of these sulfur
compounds suggests that cysteine was initially present in the
samples, but over time the cysteine was degraded by oxidation,
among other mechanisms, because these samples were not stored
under anoxic conditions. Methionine sulfoxide and methionine
sulfone, which are both oxidation products of methionine, were
also found in these samples. These species are evidence that
Miller's H2S samples likely originally contained a greater quantity
of methionine than what was detected in this study. Further
analyses of the sulfur chemistIy observed in Miller's H 2S samples
are detailed elsewhere (15).
Discussion
Modern analytical methods are significantly more sensitive than
those used by Miller in the 1950s. Miller used paper chromato~
graphy with ninhydrin detection and the mixed melting~point
determination of derivatives to identify and quantify organic
compounds synthesized in his early experiments. Such techniques
would have been able to detect micromolar abundances of a fairly
limited range of organic compounds (3). However, the analytical
instrumentation used in this study is up to 10 orders of magnitude
more sensitive and can detcct a much wider diversity of organic
compounds than the techniques available in the 1950s (2, 3).
Other efforts have been made to generate organic compounds
from simulated early atmospheres containing H 2 S, most of which
were conducted after Miller's 1958 experiment. A spark discharge
was passed through a mixture of CH4 , H 20, NH3, and H 2S, but
no sulfur amino acids were detected (16). A mixture of H 2, CH 4 ,
NH 3, H 2 0, and H 2S was subjected to a spark discharge, and
the detection of cysteine, cystine, and possibly methionine was
reported (17). Hydrogen sulfide was used as a photosensitizer
for long-wave UV radiation to generate alanine, glycine, serine,
glutamic acid, aspartic acid, and cystine from a CH4 , CzH6 , NH 3,
and H 2S gas mixture (18, 19). Significant yields of methionine
were also reported from the action of an electric discharge on
CHI> H 20, H,S, NH3 , and N, (20)_
Volcanoes are major modern natural sources of atmospheric
H,S (21-23). Much of the atmospheric sulfur on the early Earth
was also likely derived from volcanism and may have allowed H 2S
to become a significant sulfur species in the primitive atmosphere
(4)_ Hydrogen sulfide has likely been outgasscd from the Earth
continuously throughout its history (24). Early volcanic eruptions
may have injected reduccd gases into a local atmosphere subject
to lightning discharges, which frequently appear during volcanic
5528 I
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eruptions today (25, 26). If the volcanic emissions were overall
reducing, H 2S would have been the major sulfur species (18).
When reduced gases, including CH4 , H 2 S and NH 3 , are
emitted from a volcano into a lightning~rich atmosphere, hydrogen cyanide, ethylene, and acetylene can be generated (27), all
of which can serve as intermediates for the formation of more
complex prebiotic organic compounds (28). Once generated,
biomolecular precursors could have rained out and accumulated
in tidal areas where they may have reacted further.
Although models suggest that the early atmosphere was not
highly reducing on a global scale, it was proposed that H2 mixing
ratios in the early atmosphere may have exceeded 30% throughout the thermosphere (8), These model calculations (8) assumed
low early Earth exobase temperatures, a volcanic outgassing rate
five times greater than what is observed today, and a soJar UV
radiation flux more than twice the current flux. However, these
calculations (8) only accounted for the absorption of UV light by
H2 and omitted the effect of the Earth's magnetic field, which can
enhance the escape of H2 via nonthermal mechanisms such as
charge exchange and interaction with the solar wind (29). Thus,
a significant H2 mixing ratio throughout the early atmosphere
may have been unlikely.
Despite the rapid escape of H2 from the early atmosphere,
volcanic eruptions may have supplied significant quantities of
reduced gases (30) to localized regions where lightning events
were common (31), Although the chemical composition of early
volcanic plumes is unknown, they may have been composed of
both reduced and oxidized gases (5), similar to the mixture that
Miller used to synthesize the samples studied here. We propose
that Miller's 1958 study could thus serve as a model for the
chemistry that may have occurred in early volcanic plumes. The
presence of species that may have been commonly emitted by
early volcanic eruptions, including H 2S and CO2, in conjunction
with lightning, could have provided a powerful mechanism to
drive the synthesis of numerous prebiotic biomolecules.
Comparison to Other Spark Discharge Studies. The yields of organic
compounds in the H 2S experiment were compared to the
yields from three of Miller's previously reported experiments, the
original (2, 7), volcanic (3, 7), and silent discharge (3, 7) experiments. We found that the H 2S samples analyzed here contained
a greater relative abundance of many amino acids than the other
three experiments (Fig. 3; experimental data used for the com~
parison were from ref. 7). The difference in nonprotein amino
acid yields found in the H 2S samples compared to those found
in the other three experiments is remarkable. The combined
yields of nonprotein amino acids, a-aminobutyric acid in particu~
1ar, in the original, volcanic, and silent experiments were several
hundred times smaller than what was detected in the H 2 S samples
(Fig, 3), In addition to the sulfur~containing organic compounds,
Miller's unreported 1958 H 2S experiment also generated amino
acids such as threonine, leucine, and isoleucine, which were not
detected in the other three discharge experiments.
Comparison to Carbonaceous Chondrites. In 1972, Miller and cow~
orkers (32) showed that the relative abundances of amino acids
produced when a spark discharge acts on H 2, H 20, CH4 , and
NH3 were somewhat similar to those found in the Murchison
carbonaceous chondrite (CC). It was thus suggested that the
same type of synthetic pathways were responsible for generating
the amino acids found in both the spark discharge experiment
and the meteorite.
To further examine this surmise, we have compared the amino
acid abundances from Miller's H 2 S spark discharge experiment to
those of CCS. The CCS chosen for comparison were two different
samples of the CM2 Murchison meteorite (33-35) and the
Antarctic CM2 CC Lonewolf Nunataks (LON) 94102 (33, 35).
In addition to these studies, a comparison to Miller's classic spark
Parker et al.
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glycine"" 1) found in Miller's classic, volcanic, silent, and H2 5 electric discharge experiments. The HiS electric discharge data were obtained using

UPlC·UVFDfToF·MS. Data from the classic, volcanic, and silent discharge
experiments were reported in ref. 7. Sulfur-containing compounds are not

compared here because the classic, volcanic, and silent discharge experiments
did not contain sulfur. Asterisks indicate compounds that are at least one
order of magnitude more abundant relative to glycine in the H2 S experimental samples than in all three other experiments. o:-ABA was not detected in
the silent discharge experiment. ETN, ethanolamine.

discharge experiment (2) was also included in order to compare
the amino acid distributions in CCs and in spark discharge experifi
ments with and without H 2S (Fig. 4). The classic spark discharge
results were included as opposed to the volcanic spark discharge
or the silent discharge experimental results because the H 2S
experiment used the same apparatus as was used in the classic
experiment. The classic spark discharge data used for this com"
parison were taken from ref. 7.
The yields of amino acids detected in Miller's classic experi"
ment, relative to glycine, are at least one order of magnitude
smaller than those detected both in the H 2 S experiment and
in the CCS, with the classic experiment being especially depleted
in y-aminobutyric acid relative to the other samples (Fig. 4).
Amino acid abundances found in the CCs correlate much better
with those found in the H 2S experiment than with the classic
experiment.
It is apparent that relative concentrations of amino acids
including alanine, p"alanine, «fiaminoisobutyric acid, and the ex",
PM, and y"aminobutyric acid isomers may be more influenced by
the presence of H 2 S during amino acid synthesis than amino acids
such as glutamic and aspartic acids and isovaline (Fig. 4). The
relative amino acid yields produced by the H 2S spark discharge
experiment and the amino acid abundances detected in the
CCS compared here are intriguingly similar. This could be due to
reactions involving H 2 S occurring either in the aqueous or gas
phase. Other meteorite samples also show a fairly good correia"
tion with respect to most alkyl amino acids found within these
meteorites and the residues produced in the H 2 S experiment
(Fig. 51).
Sulfur has been reported in carbonaceous meteorites, with
much of it suggested as being in the form of H 2 S (36). A Curie
point pyrolysis analysis revealed that H 2 S was a prominent gas
phase species of the Murchison meteorite (37). Furthermore,
H 2S has been identified in the interstellar medium (38 and refer"
ences therein). Based on the correlations between the presence of
H 2 S and relative amino acid abundances in meteorite samples
and Miller's H 2S samples, we conclude that hydrogen sulfide
was likely present in the environment that gave rise to the CC
amino acids, either during amino acid synthesis on the parent
Parker et aL
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found in Miller's H2 S and classic spark discharge experiments, and the Murchison USNM 5453, Murchison USNM 6650, and the LON 94102 meteorites.
Data from the two Murchison meteorite samples were averaged and are
presented here as "Murchison Average". The H2 Sspark discharge experimental data were obtained in this study as reported above. The classic spark
discharge experiment data were reported in ref. 7 and used similar analytical
techniques as those used in this study. Literature data were used for the
Murchison USNM 5453 (33), Murchison USNM 6650 (34, 35), and LON
94102 (33, 35) CC samples. Sulfur amino acids are not compared here because
they were not detected in the CCs used for comparison. P-AIB, ethanolamine,
and serine are not included in the comparison because serine was not
detected in the Murchison USNM 5453 meteorite sample, and because both
ethanolamine and P-AIB were not detected in any of the meteorites used in
the comparison. The yield of P-AIB in the discharge experiments is lower
than that of o:-AIB and the 0:-, p-, and 1- isomers of amlnobutyric acid (Fig. 2),
which is consistent with its absence in the meteorite samples.

body, or during amino acid precursor synthesis in the solar
nebula.
It is possible that H 2S abundance may account for some of the
variation in amino acids found in different CCS. For some ces,
such as MET 01070, SCO 06043, and ORO 95577, the comparison between meteorite amino acid abundances and those of the
H 2S experiment do not show as good a correlation, indicating
H 2S may not have played a major role in the synthesis of amino
acids on some meteorite parent bodies.
Conclusions
In 1958, Stanley Miller tested the action of electric discharges
on a simulated primitive Earth atmosphere of CH 4, CO 2 , H 2S,
and NH3 . Miller never reported the analysis of this experiment.
These original sample residues have recently been discovered
and analyzed using HPLC-UVFD and UPLC-UVFD/ToF-MS.
The samples contained a large assortment of amino acids and
amines, including numerous sulfur amino acids. Our results de"
monstrate the earliest example of the production of organosulfur
compounds, including S"methy1cysteine, methionine, ethionine,
methionine sulfoxide, and methionine sulfone from a spark
discharge experiment designed to mimic possible primitive Earth
conditions. In most cases, the relative diversity and abundance of
amino acids and amines generated by Miller's H 2 S experiment
exceeds the amino acid and amine yields from his previous spark
discharge experiments (7).
Miller's H 2 S experiment also synthesized amino acids in
abundances strikingly similar to those found in various CCS. The
observed similarities indicate that H 2 S may have been present
during CC amino acid or amino acid precursor synthesis.
The gas mixture Miller tested in the experiment described
here, which used both reduced and oxidized gases, may not have
been ubiquitous throughout the primitive atmosphere. However,
PNAS
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this mixture might have been prominent on a regional scale
(for example, near volcanoes), where these gases may have
played a vital role in the localized synthesis of some of the first
terrestrial organic compounds. Our results suggest that a mixture
of oxidized and reduced gases, including H 2 S, may have aided
the synthesis of amino acids and amines on the primitive Earth
and elsewhere.
Materials and Methods
Discovery of Vials and Miller's Experimental Design. The samples were
produced using Miller's classic apparatus design, detailed elsewhere (1),
and were collected and preserved by Miller in sterilized vials (S.L. Miller,
1958, Laboratory Notebook 2, page 114, Serial number 655, MSS642, Box
25, Mandeville Collections, Geisel Library). Upon the discovery of Miller's
collection of preserved samples in 2007, the dried residues were carefully
inventoried, cataloged, and stored at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in La Jolla, CA. By referencing Miller's original laboratory notebooks,
the sample identities reported here were confirmed to have originated from
experiments that he conducted at Columbia University in 1958.
In the 1958 experiment, Miller filled the 5-L classic apparatus (1) with a
mixture of CH 4, H2S, NH 3, and CO 2 at partial pressures of 258 mm Hg,
100 mm Hg, 250 mm Hg, and 87 mm Hg, respectively (S.L. Miller, 1958,
Laboratory Notebook 2, page 114, Serial number 655, MSS642, Box 25,
Mandeville Collections, Geisel Library). Additionally, the apparatus was
fiHed with 300 mL of water, which was boiled continuously for 3 d, while
a spark was continuously applied to the tungsten electrodes over the same
time period using a Tesla coil to simulate lightning (S.l. Miller, 1958, Laboratory Notebook 2, page 114, Serial number 655, MSS642, Box 25, Mandeville
Collections, Geisel Library). Details regarding the type and output of the
Tesla coil that Miller used for his spark discharge experiments are provided
in ref. 3.
Miller's original laboratory notebook stated that sulfur had accumulated
near or on the electrodes (S.L. Miller, 1958, Laboratory Notebook 2, page 114,
Serial number 655, MSS642, Box 25, Mandeville Collections, Geisel Library). It
is plausible that the interaction between H2S and the tungsten electrodes
played a role in influencing the product ratios of amino acids not containing
sulfur. This possibility warrants further investigation.
After isolation of the total amino acids by ion exchange chromatography,
Miller further separated the individual samples into fractions by HCI·
based cation exchange chromatography (3, 39). These fractions were
evaporated to dryness, and the dried residues were stored and preserved
as described above.
Chemicals and Reagents. All reagents used in the analyses reported here
were purchased from Fisher Scientific or Sigma-Aldrich. All tools used to handle the samples were thoroughly cleaned using doubly distilled water
(ddH 20) before wrapping them in aluminum foil, followed by subsequent
overnight heating in air at 500°C Sample preparation for UPLC-UVfDl
ToF-MS analyses was carried out in a similar manner except Millipore water
(18.2 MQ, <3 ppb total organic carbon) was used instead of ddH 20.
Stock amino acid solutions (approximately 10- 3 M) were produced by
mixing individual amino acid crystals (97-99% purity) with ddH 20. Three
reagents were prepared to derivatize the samples for analysis by HPLC-UVFD:
1. Lazcano A, Bada JL (2003) The 1953 Stanley L. Miller Experiment: Fihy Years of
Prebiotic Organic Chemistry. Origins Life Evo! Biosph 33:235-242.
2. Miller SL (19S3) A production of amino acids under possible primitive Earth conditions.
Science 117:528-529.

3. Miller SL (1955) Production of some organic compounds under possible primitive
Earth <onditions. J Am Chem Soc 77:2351-2361.
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Nat! Acad Sci USA 38:351-363.

5. Kasting JF (1993) Earth's early atmosphere. Science 259:920-926.
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(I) 0.4 M saturated sodium borate (pH 9.4), (iI) 0.05 M sodium acetate (pH 5.5),

and (iii) OPAINAC, a fluorescent reagent used to tag primary amino groups.
These three reagents were prepared using methods detailed elsewhere (40).
An ammonium formate buffer used for UPLC-UVFDrroF-MS analyses
was generated by NH 40H titration of 50-mM formic acid to pH 8. A 1-j.lM
phenolphthalein solution in acetonitrile containing 0.1 % formic acid was
used to carry out mass calibrations of the time-of-flight mass spectrometer,
which used an electrospray ionization source (35).
HPLC-UVFD. Precolumn derivatization was performed as described in ref. 7.
HPLC-UVFD analysis was conducted using a 250 mm x 4.6 mm, 100-A pore
size, 5-pm particle size Phenomenex Luna C-18, reverse-phase HPLC column.
HPLC elution was monitored with a Shimadzu RF-535 Fluorescence HPLC
detector with an excitation wavelength of 340 nm and an emission wavelength of 450 nm. Two buffer solutions were used for elution: (I) O.OS-M
sodium acetate with 8% methanol (buffer A), and (it) Fisher Optima grade
methanol (buffer B). Buffer A was prepared by dissolving 13.6 9 of sodium
acetate trihydrate in 174 mL of methanol (Fisher Optima grade), followed
by dilution to 2 L using ddH 20. The following gradient was used: 0-4 min,
0% B; 4-14 min, 0-37% 8; 14-24 min, 37-42% B; 24-34 min, 42-60% B;
34-44 min, 60-0% B; 44-55 min, 0% B. The buffer flow rate was 1 mLj min.
UPLC-UVFDfToF-MS. To compare to the results obtained using HPLC-UVFD and
for mass spectral identification of products, portions of the sample residues
were also analyzed by UPLC-UVFDrroF-MS, as described elsewhere (7). Samples underwent the aforementioned preparation and derivatization protocols with the following modification. The samples were derivatized for
1 min, after which the reaction was quenched with 75 pL of 0.1-M hydrazine.
The samples were then immediately placed into the LC-UVFD auto sampler
and injected. For LC-UVFD, a Waters Acquity UPLC with tandem fluorescence
detector was used. For ToF-MS a Waters LCT Premier time-of-flight mass
spectrometer with positive electrospray ionization was used. Details of the
ToF-MS settings and the amino acid quantification methods used for these
analyses are reported elsewhere (34). The UPlC-UVFDrroF-MS had a detection limit in the low femtomole range.
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